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abstract: Travelers may behave risk-aversively when they are anxious about some risks due

to arrival delay. Access travel behavior to an airport might be the typical case. Then in

planning the access transportation to the airport this should be taken into consideration.

However, no research has been done to analyze the risk aversive travelers' behavior in

airport access. The present paper proposes an analytical model for the estimation of
travelers' mode choice and departure time choice under risk of delay. The model is applied

to the access behavior of travelers to Osaka International Airport and demonstrate its

usefulness.

l.INTRODUCTION

Corresponding to the rapid increase ofair transportation demand in Japan, development of
airports as well as access transportation becomes more and more important. In planning

airport and access transportatioq precise estimation oftravelers' behavior is required. For

this purpose many kinds of models have been developed. The aggregate approach

represented by gravity type models is most traditional. However this approach lacks

accuracy even it is a quite convenient tool to estimate the demand for various transportation
modes. In order to cover the fault ofthe aggregate approaches, disaggregate approach has

been recently developed to explain individual traveler's behavior. This disaggregate

approach is based on the description of individual utility by introducing such factors

associated with rapidity, cheapness and convenience of transportation mode. However this

approach dose not consider the risk aversive tendency of travelers, particularly in access

transportation to the airport, because traveler's loss induced by uncertain arrival time at the

airport is much more severe than that caused by other trips. Taking uncertain travel time

into consideration, Matsumoto et al (1983), Hall (1983) and Uchida et al (1990) developed

models to describe the risk aversive behavior of travelers. Those models mainly focus on

traveler's choice of departure time from their origin, considering uncertain travel time due

to congestion. Their approaches are quite likely to develop a model for airport access

behavior.

There have been, on the contrary, researches associated with airport access from another

viewpoint of approach. Ashford et al (1992) proposes an airport choice model based on

simple nonlinear regression analysis. Even though it introduces various kinds of variables to
explain the airport choice behavior oftravelers, it fails to explain the mode choice to airport

access transportation. Kishitani et al (1990) developed a huge linear multi-regression model
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Figure I Major international airports in Japan Figure 2 Einterland area and major
access transpor'tation of OSA

to estimate the demand of access transportation to Kansai International Airport of Japan. It
has unfortunately such a same defect as models of this type fatally include, that is, it needs

huge size of data to estimate its endogenous parameters. On the other hand, Sumi et al

(1936) developed a disaggregate type model to explain the traveler's airport access

behavior considering the uncertain travel time. This is also quite suggestive for developing

models of airport access behavior, but unfortunately it focuses only on the decision making

of departure time under given access transportation modes. Another disaggregate

approaches based on random utility considering uncertain travel time are given by Hagino et

al (1994) and Yamasita et al (1996). They lack ,however, to analyze precise factors

influencing on the traveler's behavior and stratification ofindividual attributes.

Taking these situations into consideration the present paper analyzes the factors influencing

on travelers' airport access behavior and develops a model to estimate their departure time

and modal choice based on questionnaire for the domestic passengers of Osaka

International Airport.

2. AIRPORT ACCESS BEHAYIOR CHARACTERISTICS

2.1 Einterland and Access Transportation

There are five major international airports in Japan as shown in Figure 1. The hinterland of
Narita and Haneda International Airport covers the metropolitan area and eastem part of
Japan, while Osaka [nternational Airport (OSA) shares over Kinki region and Kyushu and

western Chugoku region are the hinterland of Fukuoka Intemational Airport. Questionnaire
was distributed for the domestic air passengers at the check-in counter of Osaka

International Airport in September 1993. It should be notified that the questionnaire survey
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Table I Questionnaire Contents

Individual Information Age, Sex, Occupation, etc

Frisht Flisht number, Takeoff time(departure time)

Destination Purpose of trip, Destination address, Details about
destination

Origin Orisin address. details of orisin
Travel behavior in access Departure time at the origin, Reason. of

choice.
time

Actual arrival time, Expected arrival time at
Osaka International airport
Chosen Mode, a teason of modal choice.

Ordinary mode access in other days Chosen Mode, a reason of modal choice.

Frequency Frequency of using Osaka International Airport
Sugsestions and opinions on access modes for Osaka International Airport

was carried out before the open of Kansai International Airport (KDQ which is located

offshore island near Osaka and opened in 1994. Therefore, the hinterland of OSA was not

influenced by KIX at that time,

In Figure 2 are shown the hinterland area of OSA main departing sites in the area (hereafter

caleI as orign) and major access transportation. There are five major access transportation

modes to OIlr; railway (Hankyu Takarazuka Line ), airport limousine bus, chartered bus,

local liner bus, private iai ana ia*i. Wtt"n Hankyu Railway is used there are two kinds of
means to approach the airport; local liner bus and taxi. It is connecting Hotarugaike near

airport with the central districts of Osaka City and Kobe City, respectively. This railway

tras ttre advantage in punctuality than the others, but passengers must change mode at

Hotarugaike Station. 
- 
Limousine bus is, on the contrary, quite convenient because it

connecis directly airport with other major railway terminals of Osaka, Shin Osaka, Namba

in Osaka City, Kobe, Kyoto and Sakai and serves by 15-20 minutes interval. However

Iimousines as well as taxis are more risky because of delay due to traffic congestion and/or

accidents in expressway. Local liner buses are limited to use only for travelers departing

from the districts adjacent to airport even though it is not involved by the traffic

congestion..

2.2 Outline of Questionnaire

Questionnaire was distributed for air passengers at the check-in counters of all airlines

r"*ing at Osaka International Airport in SeptembeE 1993, and returned by mail. Total

numbe*r of questionnaire distributed was 3107, but 1248 of answer were returned, then the

retum ratio was 40 Yo. Articles of questionnaire are listed in Table l. It asked personal

attributes of individual air passenger, his flight, his origin and destination, time-related items,

access transportation .oi", *d frequency of using Osaka International Airport and so

forth. In time-related items, questionnaire asked his departure time and place (henceforth

called as origrn) with question why he chose his departure time, and actual travel time from

origin to airport on the day with his anticipated travel time, it also asked transportation

mode he chose with the question why he chose his transportation mode for airport access'
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Table 2 Reason for choosing the access mode
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upper level : on survey day

Departure time
Td

lorer level : Dost frequent use (uItipIe choice)

Scheduled
takeoff time

T, +20

Expected
arrival time

T"

Actual
arrival time

T,

Required
arrival time

Effective travel time

Expected travel time Z, Expected Safety marginf

Actual travel time T Actual safety margin -
Figure 3 Definition of travel time h this research

The question of the choice reason of individual departure time is because there may be
someone who want to spend time at arport for additional purpose such as shopping or
eating and so forth. ln that case he should leave his origin with some amount of time
margin to avoid his delay while others may decide their departure time in order to avoid
delay only due to uncertain travel time. Analysis should be carried out in each of these
segmented groups. Questionnaire also asked how often individual passenger used the air
transportation through Osaka International Airport and his usual access transportation
mode.

2.3 Modal choice

In Table 2 is listed the summary of the questionnaire which shows access transportation
mode and the reason of its choice. It should be noticed that answer is allowed to choose
multiple items. In Table 2 the upper numbers are from the answers on the day surveyed and
lower from the most frequent usage of the other days. From this table it can be said that
punctuality is the most important factor for railway users, but private car and taxi users
think rapidity is more important than punctuality, and bus users of both of limousine and
liner do not make clear the reason for bus choice but consider punctuality and rapidity are
relatively important.
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figure 4 Safety uargin by frequency

2.3 Safety time margin

For risk aversive person it is very much important how much time he estimates for margin in
order to avoid the delay ofhis arrival at airport under uncertain situation ofhis travel time.
This time for margin is called as "safety time margin" in the present paper. He may leave
his origin earlier than under situation of certain travel time and decide his departure time
from the origin by estimating his real travel time taking account of the time when he should
arrive at airport. In Figure 3 are shown the definition and relation of various time related
to travel. 17 is the departure time from his origin, I.. is the travel time individual traveler
anticipates, 4 is the actual arrival time, and [, is the time when traveler should arrive at
airport in order to get on his scheduled flight( this is called as required arrival time ), and in
the present paper it is assumed as the time of twenty minutes before the departure time of
his flight. Using above definitions, travel time and safety time margin are defined as

follows;
effective travel time : T": TL- Ta

expected safety margin'. Tn: Tr.- T"o

expected travel time 1 Tr,: T"o- Ta

actual safety margn : T^: Tr- To

actual travel time : Tu: To- Ta

(l)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(s)

In the above it should be notified that the actual arrival time is uncertain depending on the
uncertain travel time from the origin to alrport. Under this situation travelers must take his
own safety time margin for each transportation mode based on his estimated travel time,
however over estimation of the travel time, that is, safety time margin will result in
opportunity loss for other activities. Taking these into consideratioq questionnaire is
analyzed.

Estimaled Safety Time Margin and Travel Frequency
Figure 4 shows the relation between estimated safety time margin and travel frequency that
travelers experienced. From this figure it can be said that the more travelers experience the
trip, the less the safety time margin is estimated, that is, more than fifty minutes safety
margin is estimated by 80 % of first experienced travelers, 55 o/o of monthly travelers, and
38 %o of weekly travelers. This says that travelers tend to estimate smaller safety time
margin through learning process.
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figure 5 Safety nargin by node

Estimated Time Margin and Mode Choice
Travelers may choose a more punctual transportation mode if uncertain travel time is

anticipated. In fact, this can be seen in Figure 5 which shows the relation of estimated

safety time margin and transportation mode resultantly chosen. The figure shows that

railway users estimate a smaller safety margin than bus users. Although the railway travel

time is less certain than car or taxi travel time, railway users' safety margin is as small as car

usersr.

It is notable that chartered bus users tend to estimate biggest amount of safety time margin.

This may come from the fact that the travel agency schedules a large time margin because

he does not want to compensate travelers for loss induced by delay and/or any other

troubles Car and taxi users as well as buses or shuttles and liners have a similar tendency.

Consequently it can be said that the transportation mode has less effect on the estimation of
safety time margin.

Safay Margin anil Origin District
Generally speaking it might be said that the longer the trip is, the more uncertain the travel

time is. Therefore travelers whose access distance to airport is longer may take bigger

safety time margin. Under this hypotheses, a regression aaalysis is carried out, the results is

Er(T^)=36.50+0.28 p. (x-:0.+:) (6)

p '. average of actual travel time from origin zoneT

This result is also supported by the research results of Kato et al (1986) associated with

commuting trips as shown in Eq.(7).
EIT^1=1.99* p.o'4ez @yKato et al)

In Eqs. (6) and (7), total travel time is used in stead of distance because distance including

different modes can be represented by travel time. Kato et al also present in their paper that

safety time margin depends upon the standard deviation of travel time. Same results are

also obtained by regression analysis for airport access data: Those are

ElT" ):14.58+0.196 or' (n'=O.Zt t) (8)

ElT"^)=35.01+a350 p.+0.314 o7 G-':o.sss) (9)

(7)
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or: standard deviation of actual travel time from origin zoneT

Eq (9) says that the safety time margin depends upon not only the standard deviation but

also mean of the travel time.

Safay Margin and Penonal Attributes
EJtimated safety time margin may be depend on such personal characteristics as trip

purpose, travel experience and occupation. From this point of view questionnaire is

analyzed by Quantification Theory of Type I . Samples used for analysis excludes those

samples as show extremely big safety margin because they are come from the travelers who

have additional purpose such as shopping, eating and others after arrival at airport. As this

consequence, 676 samples are analyzed. Results are shown in Table 3. In the table Model

A is the case that picks up only mean travel time as the explanatory variable, Model B

includes mean and standard deviation of travel time, and Model C through Model H are the

cases that included explanatory variables associated with personal attributes are changed,

and Model I includes all the variables..

As already analyzed individually, mean and standard deviation of travel time are the factors

to influence on the safety time margin (refer to Model A and Model B). Comparing with

Model B, it is understand that Model C through Model H have better coefficient of
determination. Thus it is clear that the safety time margn is influenced by not only the

travel time but also travel frequency (Model C), trip purpose (Model D) and occupancy

(Model E). It is notable that the coefficient of determination of Model I is remarkably

bigger than the others and t-value itselfodes not decrease sigrrificantly. Therefore it can be

concluded that all factors employed here should be considered for estimation of safety

margin. It is also noticeable to observe the parameter's value of Model C that

inexperienced travelers tend to estimate bigger safety time margin.

3. UTILTTY FUNCTION CONSIDERING DELAYED PENALIY

3.l Formulation

In the previous chapter it is statistically demonstrated that an individual air passenger holds

some amount of safety margin in order to avoid the delay for his required arrival time. This

is easily anticipated because air passenger will take great amount of disutility due to loss of
time. The present chapter analyzes the disutility of delay by introducing Utility Function

Type Avoidance Lateness.

UFTAL is a kind of traditional utility function, which was introduced by Hall (1983) and

Uchida et al (1990). It is composed of penalty parameter and probability of delayed arrival

as shown in Eq. (10).

Vi = -Ta + ri* P(Tdi) (10)

where 4 is the specific traveler i's expected utility, 7, the penalty of delay, P(Za)the

probability of occurrence of delay (probability that the traveler i can not arrive at airport

before his required time lrwhen departure time at origin is 7a).
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Table 3 Factor of safety margh ( by Quntification mcthod of typc I)

dependeut variable : safety rargin (=required arrival tire-expected arrival tire)

Ddepe[dent variable
l0del-A
oaraleter t-valur

rodel -B
,arareter t-valuc

lo0el -L
parateter t-r/alue

lode I -u
larareter t-yalut

rcdel-[
rarateter t-valur

rverage of travel tire
;tandard deviation

0.lE u.r4 3.06
0.16 1.09

0.07 1.90
0,27 1.96

u.ut t.4z
0J3 2.39

U.IJ
0.15 1.09

lrequeucy first tire
l-2/Ye*
3-10/Year
1 -2l}lonth
3-4l[onth
l-2/\eel

19,47 s.U6
t3,12 5.84
6.02 3.r1
221 l.lz

-0.23 -0.11

0.00 0.00

)urpose busiless
rf trip sightseen(iodividual)

s ightseeu(group )
going horetorn
other

-10.14 -3.50

-2.91 -0.90

10.25 2.84
-2.20 4.s2
0.00 0.00

lccupatiou erploYed
unerployed

-9.9t 4.EE
0.00 0.00

rItercept
ltandard error
soefficient of detenination

14.5E

16.75
0.07

lJ.vo
16.75
0.07

11.o7
16,09

0.15

2,5.1s

15.96
0,16

16,44
0.10

independent variable
tode I -!
raraneter t-valur

lodel-ti
laraleter t-valur

r00el-[
oaraneter t-valut

rodel-l
oaraneter t-valut

rverage 0I traYel llle
rtandard deviation

0.03 0.E1

036 2.63

0,u7 t.94
0,26 1.86

0.05 l.4l
031 2.28

U.Uf U.U4

0J5 2.54

lrequeacy first tire
l-2/Year
3- 1 0/Year
l-2ll,lonth
3-4l}lonth
l-2llleek

12.64 3.2r
9.27 3.83
4Jt 2.27
225 1.16

-0.08 {.04
0.00 0.00

10.99 4.72
5.23 2.69
1.9t 1.01
.037 4.L7
0.00 0.00

4.69It.01 1r.79 3.00
8.46 3.48
4.07
2.05

-0.30
0.00

2.LT

1.06
{.14
0.00

.ourpose busiless
lf trip sighsccn(individual)

s ightseen(group )
goin8 hoaetoYn
other

-7,1E -2.6r
.4,32 -L.35

t.40 2.35
-2.79 4.66
0.00 0.00

-6,71 -2.32
-1.61 -0.52

12.63 3.50
-3.59 4.85
0.00 0.00

.4.58 -1.57
-3.19 -0.99

10,47 2.87
-3.t5 4.92
0.00 0.00

rccupation erPIoYed
unelpl oved

-5.98 -3.2',t

0.00 0.00

-3.16

0.00
-6.46
0.00

-3.26 -2.57
0,00 0.00

intercept
rtandard error
:oeff icient of detemiuation

lU.5 /f

15.77
0.1t

17.12
16.00

0.16

zo.4t
15.E7

0.17

2L.44
15.71

0.19
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Figurc 6 Distribution of penalty of delay

4=Tt-p,-o,on191
/i

where 6-1 1.; is the inverse function of Cumulative Normal Distribution function.

SoMng of Eq.(l l) yields
oj

(1 l)

'' 
=;F=T- 

o^,
(12)

oj
It should be noticed in Eq.(12) that the penalty of delay, 1 , , is evaluated by the unit of time.

Applyrng Eq. (12) to the samples obtained by questionnaire, the penalty of delay is
distributed as shown in Figure 6. Even though the estimated penalty is widely distributed,
most of travelers consider his delayed penalty as 40-80 min. This might seem smaller than
the expected, but this might be equivalent to big monetary value if the time value of
individual person is measured.

3.2 Factor influencing on delayed penalty

As previously discussed, estimated penalty for delay is widely distributed. This may come
from difference of individual characteristics. Business trips and sight seeing trips may give
different amount of penalty, and experience of travel may result in different value of penalty.
The present section analyzes the factors influencing on the value ofdelayed penalty by using
again Quantification Theory Type I In the analysis the explanatory variables are
considered as occupation, trip purpose and travel frequency experienced. The results are
shown in Table 4. The coefficient of determination of Model I is greater than those of
Model II andIII, while Model I has more parameters than Model tr and ModelIII. Therefore,
it is impossible to decide which model is better. Associated with the travel frequenry
experienced, the frequency is smaller, the greater the value of parameter is. Then it could
be concluded that travelers who experienced more frequently tend to feel greater amount of

201
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Table 4 Factor of delay penalty ( by Quantification method of type I)

lePendent value:
log(penalty of delay)

lodel- I
oara.netet t-value

moel-u
oara.netett-value

00de I-lll
Dara-ueter t-value

lode I -IV
raranetet t-value

!00e l- v
:aranetert-value

frequency frrst tlDe
l-2/\ear
3-10/Year
1-2lilonth
3-4lllonth
l-2/fleek

osE 2.73
0.61 5.45
031 3.41
021 2.37
0.14 r.45
0.00 0.00

0J9 7.77
0.50 4.24
o27 2.98
o22 2.44
0.14 1.50
0.00 0.00

purpose business
lf trip sightseen(individual)

s i ghtseen ( party )
going honetorn
other

-0.17 -7.24

0.14 0.85
0.63 3.04
-0.01 4.06
0.00 0.00

-0.07 4.51
0.0E 0.51

05E 2.79
-0.06 {.28
0.00 0.00

-0.07 {.51
0.08 0.51
05E 2.79
.0.06 {.28
0.00 0.00

,ccupa!I0n enPloyeo
unenp loyed

025 4.57
0.00 0.00

039 t.77
0.00 0.00

Infercepf,
ltandard error
:oeff icient of deternination

0.69
0.053

3.U4 4.Zt)

0.69
0.046

JJU
0.70

0.030

3.90
0.69

o.o75

J,9U

0.69
0.07s

moe l- Yl
rananatett-velrrp

moel-vll
oaranetett-value

requeDcy Ilrst ttDe
1-2/\ear
3-10/Year
1-2ll'tonth
3-4lilonth
t-2/lleek

056 0.22
0.58 0.11

030 0.09
021 0.09
0.14 0.10
0.00 0.00

03E 1.72
050 4.15
o27 2.94
022 2.40
0.14 7.46
0.00 0.00

)urpose bus Iness
rf trip sightseen(individua)

s ightseen(party )
goin8 hoDetorn
other

4.03 4.24
0.10 0.58
0.61 2.87
4.07 432
0.00 0.00

rccupation enployed
unemloyed

0.10
0.00

4.0E
0.00

-0.07 4.68
0.00 0.00

rDtercept
rtaudard error
:oeff ic ieut of deternination

0.69
3,92

0.054

5.94
0.69

0.076
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penalty. However this conclusion seems contradictory to our experience under the

assumption of perfect information, expectation rationality and same subjective standard

deviation of travel time for all travelers. Thus quantification analysis is again carried out for
the groups of samples of which delayed penalty are relatively small. Those results are also

shown in Table 4 as ModelM. ModelV, ModelM, and ModelV[. The results says that

Model M is inferior to Model V and Model M in the sense that its coefficient of
determination is smaller than the others. Taking into consideration that Model I and

ModelMdo not show good fitness, it is clear that there is a multiple-collinearity between

frequency and occupation. Among ModelslV, VandVI, there are no remarkable difference.

Then it can be concluded that ModelVis optimal and that frequency of travel experience is

not suitable as the explanatory variable for delayed penalty.

However, coefficients of determination are low in table 4, it appears that the penalty for
delay is independent of individual factors, Hence, we don't have to consider the relation
between the paxameter of delay risk and individual factors when we estimate demand traffic
value by aggregated logit models.

4.CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present paper treats traveler behavior in airport access trips. Safety time margin held

by individual passenger, modal choice and penalty for delayed arrival are statistically

analyzed based on a questionnaire distributed to passengers at Osaka International Airport.
The analysis is concluded as follows;
l) Puncrudity is an important factor for airport access mode choice, especially for rail

mode.
2) Safety time margin for avoiding delayed arrival at the airport strongly depends upon the

mean and standard deviation of total travel time from origin to airport.
3) It is statistically estimated that travelers feel that their penalty of delay is 40-80 minutes.

4) The penalty for delay is independent of other individual factors, purpose oftrip, age,

and occupation.
Following this result, in the next stage we will try to develop a disaggregated logit model

that estimate traffic demand and modal choice considering uncertainty of travel time. If the
penalty for delay depends on individual factors, the utility function of the logit model would
be quite complicated. However, fortunately the penalty is independent of individual factors

following the present paper, we can easily deal with penalty of delay like cost factor and

travel time factor. We expect that the uncertainty factor will be effective for the logit model.

Because, the safety margn analysis in the present paper (Table 3 or eq.(9)) shows that the

uncertainty factor is important for traveler's behavior when he/she chooses a traffic mode.
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